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Dance

Art

Happening Now?
K: Unit of Emotions / Feelings
1: Fall (Autumn) Dance / Verbs in Dance
2: Telling Stories Through Dance
3: Dancing Through the Solar System
4: Dances of North Carolina
5: Technology Integration / Research
Coming Soon?
K: Cardinal Directions
1: Locomotor Movements in Dance
2: Dances of Autumn
3:Steps in a Process to Create Dance
4: Create / Choreograph Dance
5: Dancing Through the Decades

Happening Now? K:Color and Line Unit
1st: Telling Time with Art - Fall Trees
2nd: Huichol Yarn Painting
3rd: Henri Matisse Collage Windows
4th: Artist Statements for Emotions Art
5th: Principle and Elements of Art Posters
and Sketches
Coming Soon?
K:Making art with Shapes - Printmaking
1: Pumpkin Field with Space
2: Color Mixing Paintings
3: Fall Leaf Stamping/Printmaking
4: Huichol Yarn Painting
5: Valentine’s Card Fundraiser Designs

Fun Facts
Dance is always changing. People add new steps and
ideas from other cultures. Break dancing started in
New York City in the 1970s with African American
and Puerto Rican teenagers.

Library News
Happening Now?
We are celebrating Kindergarten students who are beginning to select and check out independently
during their weekly visit to the library! Students are independently selecting a variety of genres as
they browse through collections! The characteristics of nonfiction will be reviewed as students
prepare to make connections with classroom units of study or areas of personal interest. Great books
are being promoted through student recommendations! Fifth graders have been introduced to the
Battle of the Books program and are beginning their reading journey.
Coming Soon?  ORE 4th grade students will be introduced to the Battle of the Books program.
Fun Facts:  The more that you read, the more that you will know. The more that you learn, the
more places you’ll go. By Dr. Seuss from his book I Can Read With My Eyes Shut!

Tip/Fact of the Month
Featuring Art during the month of October……..
Did you know that art can show the time of day? To show what time it is, an artist will adjust the color of the
sky to indicate if it is morning, mid-day, evening, or night. This teaches the viewer about the piece without the
artist ever having to say anything. First graders this month will be using their knowledge of the sky’s color to
indicate time in their paintings.

Music
Happening Now?
K: Group performances on non-pitched
instruments
1: Musical Centers “Rhythm Sticks”
2: Using body percussion to perform rhythm
notation using quarter notes, quarter rests,
and beamed eighth notes.
3: Understanding the important elements of
the opera and how the mood of the opera is
set by the scene being presented.
4: Focusing on the structure of the string
family and how each instrument is given a
role in the orchestra.
5: Identifying chordophone instruments
through their sound and timbre.
Coming Soon?
K: Introducing boomwhackers and how the
length of each tube, determines the pitch that
is being produced.
1: Students will be able to hear lyrics from a
song and determine the correct rhythmical
patterns.
2: Performing body percussion rhythms in
group performances.
3: Third grade field trip to watch the opera,
“The Tortoise and the Hare.”
4: Interactive now instrumental family
identification.
5: Chordophone instruments being presented
in musical centers.
Fun Facts
The longest opera is Wagner’s Ring Cycle,
which clocks in at 18 hours including
intermission. It is made up of four parts titled,
Das Rheingold, Die Walkure, Siegfried, and
Götterdamerung.

P.E.
Happening Now?
K: Parachute fitness/manipulatives
1: Parachute fitness/manipulatives
2: Parachute fitness/manipulatives
3: Flying disc/chasing and fleeing
4: Flying disc/chasing and fleeing
5: Flying disc/chasing and fleeing
Coming Soon?
K-5: First Tee Golf
Fun Facts
Your heart is about the size of your fist and
it weighs about as much as a softball.

